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ABS TRACT
In order to produce long-term aerosol optical depth (AOD) dataset
over land from the Advanced Very High Resolution Radiometer
(AVHRR), AVHRR data quality in terms of radiometric calibration
must be maintained. A vicarious calibration method have been
developed by incorporating well calibrated Sea-Viewing Wide Field-ofView Sensor (SeaWiFS) radiance data over several pseudo-invariant
targets to inter-calibrate the channel 1 of AVHRR based on
Bidirectional Reflectance Distribution Functions (BRDFs) and spectral
band adjustment factor (SBAF) models for different targets.
Comparison of our calibration coefficients with those of Pathfinder
Atmospheres Extended (PAT MOS-x) indicate the calibration
accuracy to be within 2.5%. T he operational L1B and recalibrated
AVHRR radiance are applied to derive AOD maps over East America
(dark surface) and West Africa (bright surface) using the land aerosol
and bidirectional reflectance inversion by times series technique
(LABIT S) algorithm. Preliminary comparisons show that significant
difference in the retrieved AOD from the two different calibration is
expected, while the spatial distribution of AOD difference is
complicated due to different surface brightness and deficiencies of
numeric solutions.
Index Terms— AOD, AVHRR, radiometric calibration

1. INTRODUCTION
Long-term monitoring of global aerosols from satellite remote
sensing is crucial for the climate change [1, 2] and air pollution [3]
studies. T he Advanced Very High Resolution Radiometer (AVHRR) is
well suitable to provide continuous aerosol dataset for its successive
observations of over 30 years, global coverage, moderate spatial
resolution, and frequent repeat cycle [4, 5]. However, this application
is significantly affected by the known calibration limitations of
AVHRR data, particularly those of solar reflective channels without
onboard calibration monitoring facilities [6]. Up to now there have
been 16 satellites carrying AVHRR, collecting large volume of
invaluable yet weakly calibrated and consequently inconsistent data.
In order to overcome this obstacle for fulfilling the data application
potentials, many efforts have been conducted to vicariously correct
the calibration of AVHRR dataset. Meanwhile, calibration results were
*

reported in a wide scatter (i.e. difference between results could be over
15%) as from various literatures employing a single target or method
because of the difference of methods, targets, data sources, and
assumptions [7]. It was anticipated that unified data sources,
composite methods or targets, and well-justified approaches are
essentially important for generating accurate and inter-sensor
consistent AVHRR calibration.
T his work aims at calibrating the channel 1 (0.63 μm) of AVHRR
onboard NOAA-14 for the application of aerosol retrieval. A multitarget calibration method and a multi-observation time-series retrieval
scheme have been adopted, which are addressed in Section 2. Analysis
of calibration results as well as AOD retrievals are presented in
Section 3. In Section 4 our work are concluded and several future
works are implied.

2. METHOD
2.1. Calibration Approach
Seven pseudo-invariant targets (PT s) [8] endorsed by the the
Committee on Earth Observation Satellites (CEOS) Working Group
on Calibration and Validation (WGCV) are adopted for the
radiometric signal characterization (Figure 1). With exclusively
stability of surface characteristics and atmospheric dynamics, these
targets could build a transfer path between the un-calibrated sensor and
the well calibrated reference sensor. Multi-target method (including
six desert targets and one Antarctic snow target in this work) are
especially meaningful for reducing the systematic calibration error
from a single target, increasing observation samples, expanding
dynamic range, and consequently largely improving the calibration
robustness [9].
T o capture the actual Bidirectional Reflectivity Distribution
Function (BRDF) characteristics of the PT s, we rely on the well
calibrated Sea-Viewing Wide Field-of-View Sensor (SeaWiFS) radiance
data with unprecedentedly high data quality and long-term stability
(better than 1% to produce water-leaving radiances within 5%) [10,
11]. SeaWiFS data quality is discovered to deteriorate slightly over
time according to BRDF fitting effectiveness in different periods,
therefore mean SeaWiFS top of atmosphere reflectance (ρTOA) of a
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3×3 window of early mission (1997-2001) channel 6 (0.67 μm) data
over each PT is selected if the cloud-free and homogeneity standards
are met. A BRDF model with fixed model parameters is generated to
describe the ρTOA variation of different data over each PT . T he RossLi model [12] is adopted to generate the BRDF parameters for the
desert targets, and a snow BRDF model [13] was used for Dome-C.
According to the preferable fitting precisions in T able 1, these BRDF
parameters thus could be used to predict the SeaWiFS observed ρTOA at
any observing geometry Ω for each PT within 2%, as in Eq. (1).
(1)
=
ρ TOA BRDF (Ω)
T hen the predicted T OA reflectance should be converted to that
seen by AVHRR, via spectral band adjustment factor (SBAF) i.e. the
ratio of T OA reflectance observed by the two sensors [14].
(2)
ρ TOA
=
ρ STOA × SBAF ( SRFA , SRFS , Ω, rs , ATM )
A
Eq. (2) means that SBAF is jointly determined by various factors
including the spectral response function (SRF) of each sensor, Ω,
surface reflectance r s, and atmospheric conditions (AT M). For PT s
variations of surface reflectance and aerosol scattering are minimal,
and we consider the main effects from SRF, rs and gaseous absorption
(ozone absorption dominant for this band). Over 10,000 MODT RAN
4.0 simulations are conducted to calculate SBAF between AVHRR
channel 1 and SeaWiFS channel 6 for two types of targets considering
different observing geometries and ozone columns (oz). We build a
parameterized model to predict the SBAF.
1

4

SBAF =
∑ ak (M ) × oz k , ak (M ) =
∑ bi × M i

=
k 0=i 0

(3)

=
M cos(θ s ) + cos(θ v )

Where M is the geometry air mass factor representing a large
part of atmospheric transfer path effects (θs and θv are the solar and
view zenith angle, respectively). T he model precision of our
parameterization is presented in T able 2. T he biases (mean errors) are
very close to zero and the root mean squares (RMSs) of modelling
error are within 1.5%. T he time series of AVHRR digital counts (DCs)
and oz values from temporally nearest ERA-Interim record for each
cloud-free and homogenous AVHRR measurement over the PT s have
been collected, and then the theoretically predicted AVHRR ρTOA are
calculated according to Eq. (1) and (2) based on the BRDF and SBAF
models. Calibration slope S for each record is derived via Eq. (4).

ρ TOA × cos θ s

(4)
= S ( DC − ZC ) / 100
d2
Where d stands for the Earth–Sun distance factor and the zero
count (ZC) is 41 according to the CLAVR-x program
(ftp.ssec.wisc.edu/clavr/clavrx_satellite_constants). Every qualified
AVHRR measurement over each PT results in a calibration slope.
T hese independent estimates are combined to derive a quadratic
polynomial expression as a function of time as Eq. (5), to predict
calibration slope at any specific time during the lifetime of every
satellite.
=
S

2

∑C × D
i =0

i

i

(5)

Where Ci is the fitted coefficients and D represents time
expressed in days since the January 1 of 1995 as the beginning year
with data availability.

2.2. Aerosol Retrieval
T o demonstrate the utility of the AVHRR data in aerosol retrieval
over dark and bright land surface, the recalibrated T OA reflectance
were applied to retrieve AOD over East America (EA, see in Figure 3d)
and West Africa (WA, see in Figure 4d), based on the land aerosol and

bidirectional reflectance inversion by times series technique (LABIT S)
algorithm [15]. T his AOD retrieval requires four continuous
observations over the same area. Specifics of study areas and periods
are listed in T able 3. For comparison the AODs retrieved from the
operational L1B reflectance are also generated.

3. RES ULTS AND ANALYS IS
3.1. Calibration S lopes
T he calibration results are presented in Figure 2, where different
colored points represent the measured PT s. Increasing temporal
trends in the slopes are obvious, indicating the significant degradation
in this channel thus calibration slopes increase to compensate for this
degradation. It is notably found that the scatter points of different
colors are almost distributed evenly around the fitted line for both
channels of every satellite, proving that the similar yet independent
calibration procedures above each PT result in consistent calibration
slope (or sensor degradation) magnitudes and trends and supporting
our anticipation of using multiple PT s for a robust calibration. T o test
whether the derived time series of calibration slopes are practical and
applicable, we also plot the operational L1B and the Pathfinder
Atmospheres Extended (PAT MOS-x) [16] calibrations. It is found
that the L1B calibration updates are not regular with obvious
discontinuities, which is not in accordance to the gradual sensor
degradation, whereas the magnitudes and trends of calibration slopes
are more similar between this work and PAT MOS-x. Quantitative
comparison of the two post calibrations exhibits bias and RMS within
2.5%, strongly proving the reasonability and applicability of our
derived calibration results.

3.2. AOD from Different Calibrations
As shown in Figure 2, the L1B calibration slopes are significantly
lower than those from our work, indicating that the ρTOA at 0.63μm
generated by our calibration would be overestimated compared to that
from L1B operational calibration. T his overestimation generally
results obvious difference in retrieved AOD as shown in Figure 3c and
Figure 4c. For EA in Figure 3, AODs are mostly overestimated as a
result of our calibration (Figure 3c), in accordance to the
“ brightening” effects of aerosol on the T OA signal received by
sensors over dark land surfaces. Meanwhile as ρTOA increases in the
recalibrated AVHRR data, the AOD over WA are not entirely
overestimated but exhibited a considerably underestimation for the
vast desert surfaces as indicated in Figure 4d. T his underestimation of
AOD is mainly due to the “ darkening” effects of aerosols on at sensor
radiance over bright surfaces.
It should be noted that the retrieval sensitivity of ρTOA with
respect to AOD is determined not only by the surface reflectance (r s)
but also by the aerosol composition and observing geometry. T hat is
why we also discover several pixels with negative AOD difference in
the EA AOD maps. T his uncertainty of AOD difference distribution is
further complicated by the numeric solution adopted by the LABIT S
algorithm, in which consecutive four-day cloud-free observations with
possibly very different aerosol types and observing geometries
(namely, very different retrieval sensitivities) are combined to search
for an optimization (T he requirement of no cloud for four
observations, reducing a large part of retrievable pixels, is also a major
shortcoming of LABIT S). As it can be seen, the ambiguity of AOD
difference is more distinctive in Figure 4c (positive and negative
differences appear together) as the range of rs are more widely
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distributed in WA, where conditions with r s very close to the critical
reflectance [17] would be met and aerosol retrieval sensitivity is so
week that nearly zero retrieval differences could be found.
A preliminary validation of the retrieved AOD using collocated
Aerosol Robotic Network (AERONET ) data has also been done.
Figure 5 shows that the calibration inserts no improvement on the
correlation of the satellite retrieved AOD with field truths since the
algorithm is not modified, while systematic increase of the fitted
slope (from 0.829 to 0.844) in the recalibration derived AOD
validation imply that our calibration could provide more accurate
measurement which leads to more representative satellite retrieved
aerosol distribution. Overall, the AOD differences are significant as
revealed by the comparison before and after post calibration in
Figures 3 and 4, with difference reaching as large as 0.3, indicating
very urgent need to use reliable calibration in producing AOD dataset
from AVHRR.

4. CONCLUS ION
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T able 1. BRDF modeling performance over the PT s. Errors are
presented as percent difference relative to the mean (bias stands for
the mean modeling error, and RMS is the root mean square).
Site
bias (%)
RMS (%)
Algeria-3
-0.164
1.418
Algeria-5
0.085
1.450
Libya-1
-0.131
1.272
Libya-4
-0.141
1.174
Mauritania-1
-0.101
1.760
Mauritania-2
-0.860
2.042
Dome-C
0.222
2.072

T able 2. SBAF modeling performance compared to the simulated
values (error terms are same as in T able 1).
T arget T ype
Desert
Snow
bias (%)
RMS (%)
Max Error (%)
Min Error (%)

0.009
1.428
3.180
-4.354

0.005
1.572
2.887
-4.518

T able 3 Specifics of the AOD retreival experiments.
Area
EA
WA
90°W - 70°W
10°W - 10°E
Domain
25°N - 45°N
0° - 20°N
Period
October 23 – 26, 1995
July 15 – 18, 1995

(c)
(d)
Figure 3. (a) AOD retrieved from L1B calibration, (b) AOD retrieved
from this post calibration, (c) AOD difference of two retrievals (this
work minus L1B), and (d) False RGB image (R: band2, G: band2, B:
band1) for 17th July 1995 over east America.

Figure 1. Situation of employed PT s.

(a)

(b)

Figure 2. T ime series calibration slopes of NOAA-14 channel 1. T he
L1B and PAT MOS-x calibration slopes are also shown.

(c)
(d)
Figure 4. Same as Figure 3 but for 23rd October 1995 over west Africa.
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Figure 5. Validation of AOD retrieval using AERONET data (left:
AOD from L1B calibration; right: AOD from this post calibration).
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